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Scott & Caitlin Andrews

ANDREWS CZECH-UP
Scott, Caitlin, and Jimmy (+ Kofola)
Engaging and administering Grace to the
people of the Czech Republic, as God’s Spirit
continually opens their hearts and minds to
the reality of Christ and His Church.

It’s been a strange year
… probably for all of us. As we
all try to make sense of 2020,
it will take some time before
we really metabolize what
we’ve all been experiencing,
around the world and in our
own private spheres.
For our part, it’s been a
busy year, at least in some
ways. Scott has taken on
some new leadership roles
within TEAM-Czech Republic,
and labors hard alongside
other leaders to improve the
health and effectiveness of
our missionaries here. Caitlin
continues to serve as a
Language Coach for newer
missionaries, helping them
develop and execute learning
plans that will enable them
to succeed long-term.
These TEAM-related
ministries have been
somewhat less-impacted by
COVID. Not so our churchplanting efforts with Network
Praha – there, the repeated
restrictions have kept us on
our toes. Much of the year we
haven’t been able to
assemble physically as a
church body, so the elders
(Scott is one) have had to
adapt and find new ways to
lead and feed. When we do
h a ve a n y p o s s i b i l i t y o f
meeting together, we try to
make the most of every
opportunity. But neither
Easter nor Christmas could
be celebrated together inperson this year, and while
we found other ways to
observe these moments
there’s still a certain sense of
loss to be grieved.

But God prepared in
advance other good works
for the church to focus on,
even across quarantines.
The small discipleship
“triads” within the church
have been able to more or
less continue, and we’ve
been focusing a lot on
better equippin g an d
supporting our triad
leaders. And God is
certainly not idle in
lockdown. He has been
stirring hearts and minds,
plowing up soil to receive
the seeds of His Word.
Several new believers have
connected with Network
Praha this year, which
gives us renewed energy
and purpose.

Scott & Caitlin serve primarily through churchplanting, anti-trafficking, and arts ministry.

On the home front,
Jimmy continues to grow
and develop, in ways that
keep us laughing. To think
of Jimmy is to smile. In
January we hope to start
sending him to daycare
once a week for a few
hours, so he can get some
socialization and be
exposed to more Czech
language. He’s been a real
champ through the year’s
isolation, but it will be
great to get him more
time with other kids. And
of course taking him to
daycare will give us
opportunities to connect
with other parents in our
a r e a . We ’ r e l o o k i n g
forward to that.

Kofola has been enjoying
our new home, where she
not only has a yard to run
around in, but also a steady
supply of pedestrians to
wiggle at as they walk by. It
seems word has spread of
the fluffy friendly dog on
Na Kopy tářce street,
because most of them
seem to know her name.
If this newsletter seems a
bit more letter-like and a
bit less newsy, it’s because
we really want to reach
out, from across the ocean,
to thank you for your love,
prayers and support across
this crazy year, and to tell
you that we are thinking of
you all. Veselé Vánoce a
šťastný nový rok!

